Dear Valued Customer

Notice for Product Discontinuation of BS Model Servo Press

Thank you for your continued support for CORETEC AC Servo Press. This is a notice to inform you that the products described below are scheduled to be discontinued.

1. Models to be discontinued (3 models)
   BS30, BS100, BS200

2. Schedule for discontinuation
   ● Order acceptance: Until May 31, 2018
   ● Production discontinuation: May 31, 2019
   ● Repair/support acceptance: Until May 31, 2026

3. Reason for discontinuing production
   Mitsubishi Electric’s J3 servo motor and amplifier used to manufacture BS Servo Press will be discontinued in May 2019.

4. New Models
   The new “MS model Servo Press” will be produced to substitute all BS Servo Press.
   BS30 ⇒ MS30
   BS100 ⇒ MS100
   BS200 ⇒ MS200

5. Comparison
   ● There is no difference in Servo Press functions.
   ● Mechanical parts remain the same except servo motor and amplifier. System configurations between BS and MS are the same.
   ● Due to amplifier change, BS controller needs to be upgraded with upper version firmware. Controller hardware remains the same.

For details, please contact our nearest office or sales distributor.
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